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Electronic-structure investigation of CeB6 by means of soft-x-ray scattering
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The electronic structure of the heavy fermion compound CeB6 is probed by resonant inelastic soft-x-ray
scattering using photon energies across the Ce 3d and 4d absorption edges. The hybridization between the
localized 4f orbitals and the delocalized valence-band states is studied by identifying the different spectral
contributions from inelastic Raman scattering and normal fluorescence. Pronounced energy-loss structures are
observed below the elastic peak at both the 3d and 4d thresholds. The origin and character of the inelastic
scattering structures are discussed in terms of charge-transfer excitations in connection to the dipole allowed
transitions with 4f character. Calculations within the single-impurity Anderson model with full multiplet
effects are found to yield consistent spectral functions to the experimental data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The electronic structures of Ce heavy fermion compou
has attracted much attention both from an experimental
theoretical point of view since they show a variety of u
usual and interesting macroscopic properties. In particu
much interest has been focused on the 4f narrow-band oc-
cupancy, and the role of hybridization with the conducti
band states which strongly affects the physical propertie1,2

It remains a controversy if the localized Ce 4f states are
best theoretically described with the single-impurity And
son model3,4 ~SIAM! or with density functional theory.5

Experimental methods such as x-ray-absorption spect
copy~XAS! and resonant photoemission spectroscpy~RPES!
of the valence-band and core levels have previously pro
to be powerful tools for investigating the electronic states
particular, close to the Fermi level.6–8 Recent improvements
in the energy resolution of valence-band photoemission s
tra with excitation by high-brilliance undulator radiation a
low detailed observations of the tail of the so-called Kon
resonance as a very narrow peak in the vicinity of the Fe
level of rather hybridized compounds.9 However, the pre-
dominant surface sensitivity constitutes a serious inhe
problem with the use of electron spectroscopies for th
kind of studies. Since the 4f states in the Kondo resonanc
in the surface are very different from those in the bulk, t
SIAM approach for RPES has been a subject
controversy.10–13

To further investigate the electronic structures and
bulk properties of heavy fermion materials, we have cho
to study the well known hexaboride CeB6 compound, which
is known to exhibit dense Kondo properties. The pres
measurements were performed using high-resolution r
nant inelastic x-ray scattering~RIXS! spectroscopy with se
lective excitation energies at the Ce 3d and 4d thresholds.
A general advantage of using the RIXS technique is the b
0163-1829/2001/63~7!/075101~5!/$15.00 63 0751
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sensitivity, which makes it possible to avoid surface con
butions. With the scattering process, the radiative transiti
probe the ground and low-lying excited states.14 Recent
valence-band RPES measurements at the 3d and 4d thresh-
olds of CeB6 show two main resonating peak structures
narrow Kondo peak at the Fermi edge, and a broad struc
at 2.5 eV binding energy.15,16 According to SIAM calcula-
tions including two configurations, these peaks were
signed to the 4f 1 and 4f 0 final states, respectively.

In general, the identification of the energy positions of t
4 f energy-loss structures using the RIXS technique in diff
ent Ce compounds is essential for understanding the pro
ties of heavy fermion systems. Although the final states
different in RIXS and RPES, it is useful to compare t
energy positions of the peak structures and the validity of
SIAM in both cases for deriving more accurate values of
model parameters. When the excitation energy is tuned
and above the thresholds, the RIXS spectra of CeB6 are
found to exhibit interesting resonance behaviors with p
nounced energy-loss structures below the strong elastic p
The origin and 4f character of the loss structures are d
cussed in connection to the hybridization with the deloc
ized states. The experimental RIXS spectra of CeB6 are in-
terpreted with the results of state-of-the-art SIA
calculations. Using the same set of SIAM parameters,
RIXS spectra and the XAS spectra provide complement
information. Due to the hybridization, the initial, intermed
ate, and final states of the RIXS process are best describe
mixtures of all three 4f 0, 4f 1, and 4f 2 configurations.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The measurements at the Ce 3d edge were performed a
beam line BW3 at HASYLAB, Hamburg, using a modifie
SX700 monochromator.17 An XAS spectrum at the Ce 3d
edge was obtained in total electron yield~TEY! by measur-
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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ing the sample drain current. The Ce 3d RIXS spectra were
recorded using a high-resolution grazing-incidence gra
spectrometer with a two-dimensional position-sensit
detector.18 During the XAS and RIXS measurements at t
Ce 3d edge, the resolutions of the beam line monoch
mator were about 0.6 eV and 2.0 eV, respectively. The x-
emission spectrometer had a resolution of about 1.5 eV.

Measurements at the Ce 4d threshold were carried out a
beam line 7.0 at the Advanced Light Source at the Lawre
Berkeley National Laboratory. The beam line comprise
89-pole, 5 cm period undulator, and a spherical-grat
monochromator.19 An XAS spectrum at the 4d threshold re-
gion was also obtained in TEY by measuring the sam
drain current. During the XAS and RIXS measurements
the 4d edge, the resolution of the monochromator of t
beam line was;0.1 eV. The X-ray emission spectromet
had a resolution better than 0.2 eV.

All the measurements at the Ce 3d and 4d thresholds
were performed at room temperature with a base pres
lower than 531029 Torr. In order to minimize self-
absorption effects, the sample crystal was oriented so tha
photons were incident at an angle of about 20° with resp
to the sample surface. The emitted photons were recorde
an angle, perpendicular to the direction of the incident p
tons, with the polarization vector parallel to the horizon
scattering plane. The single crystal of CeB6 was grown by
the floating-zone method.20

III. CALCULATIONAL DETAILS

The Ce 4f→3d and Ce 4f→4d RIXS spectra of CeB6
were calculated as a coherent second-order optical pro
including interference effects using the Kramers-Heisenb
formula.21 The Slater integrals, describing 4f -4 f , 4f -3d,
and 4f -4d Coulomb and exchange interactions, and sp
orbit constants were obtained by the Hartree-Fock met
with relativistic corrections.22 The reduction ratios of the
Slater integrals wereFk(4 f 4 f ) 80%, Fk(3d4 f ) 80%,
Gk(3d4 f ) 80%, Fk(4d4 f ) 75%, and Gk(4d4 f ) 66%.
Three different configurations were considered: 4f 0, 4f 1,
4 f 2 for the initial and final states, andd94 f 1, d94 f 2, d94 f 3

for the intermediate states. The weights of thef 0, f 1, and f 2

configurations in the ground state were about 1%, 97%,
2%, respectively. The effect of electron-hole pair excitatio
in the conduction band and the crystal-field effects were
regarded for simplicity. The calculations were made at 0
so that the ground state was in the Kondo singlet1S0 bound
state due to the effect of hybridization. The scattering an
was fixed to 90° and calculations were made for two diff
ent geometries where the scattering plane was either par
~‘‘depolarized geometry’’! or perpendicular~‘‘polarized ge-
ometry’’! to the polarization vector of the incident photon

The SIAM3 with full multiplet effects was used to de
scribe the system. The parameters were chosen to repro
the experiment as follows: the 4f level ~with respect to the
Fermi level eF) e f2eF522.5, the occupied conductio
bandwidthW53.0, the hybridization strength between t
4 f and conduction-band statesV50.15, the Coulomb inter-
action between the 4f electronsU f f56.5, and that between
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4 f and 3d core electronsU f c(3d)58.5 ~in units of eV!. The
Coulomb interaction between the 4f and 4d core electrons
U f c(4d) was taken to be 80% ofU f c(3d). The effect of the
configuration-dependent hybridization was taken into
count with the two reduction factorsRc50.8 andRv50.9.23

The parameters used in the calculations are summarize
Table I. Similar SIAM parameters have previously been us
for valence and core level photoemission.15

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows a set of RIXS spectra of CeB6 recorded at
different excitation energies near the Ce 3d5/2, 3d3/2 thresh-
olds. In the top panel, an XAS spectrum is shown where
excitation energies for the RIXS spectra are indicated by
arrows aimed at the main peaksA (A8) and weak satellites
B (B8) above the thresholds, respectively. The final sta
of the XAS spectrum are the same as the intermediate s
in the RIXS process. The x-ray emission spectra in the low

TABLE I. Parameter values used in the Anderson impur
model calculations.W is the width of the occupied conduction ban
which is discretized approximately byN levels. e f2eF is the 4f
level measured from the Fermi level,U f f is the Coulomb interac-
tion between the 4f electrons andU f c(3d) between the 4f and 3d
electrons.V is the hybridization strength and the parametersRc and
Rv are configuration-dependent reduction factors. The values oW,
e f2eF , U f f , U f c(3d), andV are in units of eV.

N W e f2eF U f f U f c(3d) V Rc Rv

4 3.0 22.5 6.5 8.5 0.15 0.8 0.9

FIG. 1. An XAS spectrum~upper panel! of CeB6 measured at
the 3d edge. A set of RIXS spectra~lower panel! for different
photon energies around the 3d edge of CeB6 on a photon energy
scale. The measurements were made at room temperature a
following excitation energies for the RIXS spectra: 881.2 eV, 88
eV, 898.5 eV, and 901.8 eV.
1-2
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panel basically consist of three parts: the elastic peak a
energy position equivalent to the excitation energy, the
elastic scattering contribution, also referred to as Ram
scattering, and the normal fluorescence. Since the weigh
the f 1 configuration dominates in the ground state of CeB6,
the normal fluorescence intensity is mainly due to dec
through the 3d94 f 1→3d104 f 0 transitions, where the fina
states have one electron less than in the ground state.
elastic peak, also referred to as Rayleigh scattering, is du
the 3d94 f 2→3d104 f 1 transitions back to the ground state.
order to minimize the intensity of the elastic peak, which
very strong due to the localization of the 4f electrons, the
measurements were made in the depolarized geometry.
relative intensity of the strong elastic peak as well as
weaker inelastic scattering spectral contributions exh
strong intensity variations with varying excitation energy.

In the topmost RIXS spectrum, excited at the 3d5/2 peak
maximum atA, an inelastic scattering feature is observed
about 4 eV energy loss below the elastic peak. In the n
spectrum, excited at the weak satellite above the absorp
threshold atB, the 4 eV peak is still visible. However, an
other peak at about 6–7 eV energy loss is now stronge
should be noted that the 6–7 eV energy-loss feature is
related to a normal 3d5/2 fluorescence line. In spectraA8 and
B8, the inelastic scattering features are still found at ab
4.0 eV and 6–7 eV below the elastic peak and a normal 3d5/2
fluorescence line now shows up as a broad structure betw
875 and 880 eV photon energy. Similar low-energy-lo
structures as those observed at 4 eV and 6–7 eV have
viously been assigned to have charge-transfer origin show
a resonant behavior at the thresholds in RIXS spectra
CeO2 and UO3 ~Ref. 14! and in electron energy-loss spect
of metallic Ce.24,25The charge-transfer excitations occur a
result of electron hopping from delocalized states to a loc
ized state. Weak emission features are also observed in
energy region between 850 and 870 eV due to 5p→3d tran-
sitions.

Figure 2 shows the results of SIAM calculations of thed
XAS and RIXS spectra of CeB6. The lettersA (A8) and
B (B8) denote the same excitation energies as in Fig. 1.
XAS spectrum in the upper panel is made up of the hyb
ized 3d94 f 1, 3d94 f 2, and 3d94 f 3 manifolds, where the
3d94 f 2 configuration dominates. The RIXS calculation
shown in the lower panel, are in good agreement with
experimental data in Fig. 1 although contributions from n
mal fluorescence are not included. Three different kinds
low-energy excited loss structures are observed at 2.5 e
eV, and 6 eV below the elastic peak. The full lines show
results in the depolarized geometry, i.e., in the same ge
etry as the experimental results in Fig. 1. In this geome
the recombination back to the1S0 ground state is forbidden
from geometrical selection rules,26 so that the true elastic line
is forbidden. However, 4f 1 final states with other symme
tries give rise to a relatively strong quasielastic peak.

The 4 eV and 6 eV inelastic scattering structures that s
at constant energy loss can be identified in all the simula
RIXS spectra. These structures are almost entirely due to
4 f 2 final states (f 1→ f 2 charge-transfer excitations as a r
sult of hybridization!, and it is found that the 4 eV pea
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corresponds mainly to triplet final state terms (3F2,3,4 and
3H4,5,6), while the 6 eV peak is mainly due to singlet fin
state terms (1I 6 and 1D2). The lower energy peak~4 eV! is
resonantly enhanced by the intermediate states of the m
XAS peaksA (A8), while the higher energy peak~6 eV! is
resonantly enhanced by the intermediate states of the X
satellitesB (B8). The dashed lines show the results in t
polarized geometry, i.e., when the scattering plane is perp
dicular to the polarization vector of the incoming photons.
this configuration, a low-energy excited peak structure of 4f 0

character appears at 2.5 eV energy loss from the elastic p
The f 0 final states occur as an indication of the sing
~Kondo! ground state. The transitions to thef 0 final states
are forbidden in the depolarized geometry due to the1S0
symmetry of the Kondo ground state.

Figure 3 ~top panel! shows an XAS spectrum of CeB6
recorded at the Ce 4d threshold. The large broad structu
above threshold in the energy region between 120 and
eV, commonly referred to as the giant absorption region,
been observed in many Ce compounds.27 The series of small
sharp peaks in the prethreshold region around 102–112
have been interpreted as due to transitions to various mu
let states of the excited 4d94 f 2 configuration.28 The lower
panel of Fig. 3 shows a set of RIXS spectra recorded ac
the Ce 4d threshold of CeB6. The spectra are plotted on a
emission photon energy scale and were measured at ex
tion energies denoted by the lettersA–G in the XAS spec-
trum from 106.0 eV up to 124.5 eV. Pronounced inelas
scattering structures are observed below the strong ela
peaks. The x-ray emission spectra at the 4d edge can basi-

FIG. 2. A calculated isotropic XAS spectrum~upper panel! and
RIXS spectra~lower panel! for CeB6 at the 3d edge. The XAS
spectrum was convoluted with a Lorentzian ofG50.4 eV @half
width at half maximum~HWHM!# and Gaussian ofs50.3 eV
@full width half maximum~FWHM!#. The RIXS spectra were con
voluted with a Lorentzian ofG50.1 eV ~HWHM! and a Gaussian
of s50.4 eV ~FWHM!.
1-3
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M. MAGNUSON et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 075101
cally be divided into three parts in the same way as for th
measured at the 3d edge. However, the prominent pea
structures observed at about 95–105 eV photon energy
attributed to Ce 5p3/2,1/2→4d transitions previously ob-
served in RPES.15 In the energy region above the 5p peaks,
several smaller sharp peaks are observed in the spe
These fine structures are related to those in the prethres
region of the XAS spectrum.

A comparison to previous RPES measurements of C6
~Ref. 29! shows that the 4f and 5p intensities have a reso
nance maximum at about 121 eV. The major parts of
resonances are thus expected to appear at the shoulder
broad absorption structure of the giant band. At somew
higher photon energies~127 eV!, the RPES spectra are in
stead dominated by the Auger decay, corresponding to
mal fluorescence in the radiative channel. In Fig. 3, the n
mal fluorescence contribution appears below the pronoun
4 eV peak as a broad structure at;9 eV loss energy in
spectrumG. A minor contribution to the intensity distribu
tion of the energy-loss features in spectraD –F may also be
attributed to normal fluorescence, although the major par
the intensity is related to inelastic scattering.

Figure 4 shows the results of SIAM calculations of thed
XAS and RIXS processes for CeB6. The lettersA–G denote
the same excitation energies as in Fig. 3. The results ar
good agreement with the experiment with the exception
the 5p emission lines and the normal fluorescence, which
not included in the calculation. The charge-transfer satell
to the f 2 final states at 4 eV and 6 eV below the elastic li
behave in the simulation in a similar way as at the 3d edge.

FIG. 3. An XAS spectrum~top! of CeB6 measured at the 4d
edge. A set of RIXS spectra~bottom! for different photon energies
around the 4d edge of CeB6 on a photon energy scale. The me
surements were made at room temperature at the following ex
tion energies for the RIXS spectra: 106.0 eV, 109.9 eV, 110.9
119.5 eV, 120.2 eV, 121.2 eV, and 124.5 eV.
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The 4 eV feature in the RIXS spectra (D –G) is resonantly
enhanced at the threshold energy, i.e., at the shoulder o
giant absorption region for excitation energies around 11
125 eV, while the relatively weak spectral weight of the 6 e
feature has a maximum atG, i.e., at 124.5 eV excitation
energy. Thef 0 final states at 2.5 eV in the polarized geom
etry ~dashed lines! appear as a small shoulder at the lo
energy side of the strong elastic peak.

The interpretation of the relative peak positions of t
low-energy-loss structures in the RIXS spectra are consis
with the results of RPES which show a narrowf 1 Kondo
peak at the Fermi edge and a broadf 0 structure at 2.5 eV
binding energy. Due to the configuration interaction betwe
the Ce 4f states, thef 1 energy-loss structure is located at
eV and thef 0 structure is predicted to show up at 2.5 e
energy loss in the RIXS spectra when measurements
made in the polarized geometry for temperatures close t
below the Kondo temperature TK . For higher temperatures
the spectra will appear similar to those of a normal Ce31

system, even though the true ground state is the1S0 Kondo
singlet. In the depolarized geometry where thef 0 final states
are forbidden, the spectra look similar to a normal Ce31

system, even at 0 K. It is interesting to notice that thef 2 final
states observed at 4 eV and 6 eV energy loss in the R
spectra cannot be observed in valence-band RPES bu
stead appears at 2 eV in inverse photoemission.7 The differ-
ence in the energy position of thef 2 peak between the dif-
ferent spectroscopical techniques is a result of probing
systems with different number of electrons in the final sta
in comparison to the ground state. The RIXS technique
thus shown here to be very useful for detecting thef 1→ f 2

a-
,

FIG. 4. A calculated isotropic XAS spectrum~upper panel! and
RIXS spectra~lower panel! for CeB6 at the 4d edge. The XAS
spectrum was convoluted with a Lorentzian ofG50.4 eV
~HWHM! and a Gaussian ofs50.3 eV~FWHM!. The RIXS spec-
tra were convoluted with a Lorentzian ofG50.1 eV~HWHM! and
a Gaussian ofs50.2 eV ~FWHM!.
1-4
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charge-transfer excitations. Since the RIXS process is ch
neutral, it is a very powerful tool for investigating the groun
and low-energy excited states of systems where cha
transfer excitations are important. In particular, future ut
zation of angular-polarization-dependent measurement
the inelastic scattering features below the Kondo tempera
will allow interesting studies of thef 1→ f 0 charge-transfer
excitations.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The electronic structure of CeB6 has been measured at th
Ce 3d and 4d absorption thresholds by resonant inelas
soft-x-ray scattering. Due to the bulk sensitivity, the reson
inelastic soft-x-ray scattering technique allows probing
ground and low-lying 4f states without surface effects. B
changing the incoming photon energy, the contribution fr
inelastic scattering is distinguished from the normal fluor
cence. Pronounced energy-loss structures below the st
.
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e
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elastic peaks are identified as due to charge-transfer ex
tions to the 4f 2 state as a result of configurational mixing
the ground and core-excited states. Comparisons to p
structures in model calculations within the single-impur
Anderson model and valence-band resonant photoemis
are consistent with the present experimental results.
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